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This paper conci!rns itself with quantification of the intangible 
factors in Product Design Decisions where there is one very big supplier 
with one very big customer and a unique product. 
The product design is represented as a state diagram, or curve, with 
TiIOO as one axis and Product or ?A.aterial State as the other. Industry 
affects the product design curve with various levels of decisions. This 
paper descr~bas four of these levels and investigates a case in which 
three levels are involved; the Decision to Develop Specifications, the 
• 
Decision to Release for Development., and, with greater emphasis., the 
Decision to Produce Product fo~Sale. 
. } 
The Electronic Components Industry is described as an example of an 
-
industry in which large numbers of new products are stirring interest in 
systematic means of making Product Design Decisions. The need for studl· 
of scientific decision ma.king _having been established, several authors• 
descriptions of the scientific method of decision making (problem solving) 
~ 
are revie·wed and compared. The review inevitably shows establishment of 
aim or objective~ to be the,first step in problem solving. A consolidation 
o! 107 objectives and questions indicating objectives gleaned from publi-
cations by Product Dec_ision makers and Product Design Decision students 
is therefore presented. 
In an introduction to the case study, the classical economic business 
environn:ents (Perfect }Ionopoly, etc.) are utilized to provide a basis for 
· . ~ description of the "Quasi Seller-Buyer I·Ionopoly~. The "Qua.si Sell.er-··, , · 
- -·:........,___z__., 
' 
·: ....... ":- .... _::;}~.:'..?~~:· ~-:.·.;;'..", _· •--:-· .·;_ ~t ·- ·-: 
---~··_,: - · _; · - Buyer }·!onopo.ly" is an enviromrent with one very big supplier;"--one very big 
.... 
-··- -. ..,... 
_:.:.~---·_··' 
.:..-....... ~.- :._ ,-.,. - - - - - - - ~ -· - -- - - - - .,._ ..,;,.~.:· -.;"'-,- ~· -- ....:...- - - . ~ . . ! . . . . 
• ' - . - ... : : 
l 
. j . ,;'. -_. .. . 
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· - custoner and one unique Product. The enviro:n,roont is chosen for~ its 
-·- - ; 4 
I, 
~-
- closeness to classical., the · case for its closeness to the· envirorunent. 
• , TiJe case study shOW"s hm-1 Industrial Engineering prob~bility and 
weighting techniques can be appJj_ed to analysis of situatiori.s relat.~ 
to intangible objectives listed 'With those mentioned above. The basic 
technique is ona proposed by J. T. o•Meara, Jr. The sensitivity of the 
technique to.the quality of probability and weight assignments is shown 
t:> be quite high. The various small shifts rnade in weight assignnents 
. to test sensitivity resulted in a .13% variation in the Intangible 
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I. STA'IEl·ENT OF THE PROBIEM 
. --·-This thesis ,concerns itself with the problem of quantification of· 
the intangible factors in Product Design Decisions where there is one 
very big seller., one very big buyer, and a unique product. 
A procedure for quantification of intangibles was described by 
O'Meara.1 0 111eara, however., did not offer da.ta for analysis. How 
now could this procedure be adapted to a real case such as the one 
described above? 
.t 
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ll. BACKGROUND 












In a paper devoted to the factors involved in product design deci-
sions_, one naturally first casts about for som! bounds, for limits on 
: ··\ / 
~ .__.,/ 
the scope of involverent. A good start in thi~ search for bounds is to 
> 
look for those limits placed on the product design itself. 
What is a product design? 
We will define a product design as a description o:f the physical 
propertie~ of a specific item as ·sold in a company's product line, an 
indication of the process by which it was manufactured, and, often, a 
prediction of the change of a product's properties after sale. 
Thus the curve in·Figure 1 is a· representation of a product design. 
;' 
-~-. 
The curve is, a state diagram in the thermo-dynamic sense. The properties ___ -~ 
; 
are functions of the state and conversely, the state is determined by the 
t . 2 proper 1es. 
~ ... _ ....... .. 
. .. -- -
-
The descriptio~ of?the physical properties of a specific item as 
sold can be ;rritten: 
vhere: 
.· t.z l, 
f(ps) : physical properties of a specific 
item as sold ~ 
p"'s : neterial and component property· n 
~--- at tine . of sale · 
f(pY-) : • state of raw or starting material.s 
fi( t~': ~tate of prod~ct after being sub-
-, . P / jected to sone tine t and 
· ·. , _;:_.. · enviro?W!nt e 
. '}"5-1}!"7:·:·-1~:\:f:,'.·\~:<;?~t'~·:??~~i":-::}:~~r-'-.-t*"'~~~ i-:-.. -~:-:~·;· ~7:'=~\~'!':, ... ·,~-~_., ··: ~-- :;-.,. __ :-··· -. -,., . ~ 
- . . 
-:,-_ _, __ ... 
. -~ - . 
• - "i •.. ···.,.· 
., . --., • l"6"'. ' 
... 
·-- ,. ·. 
-~-
·-
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Fig. 1: Abstract Concept of a ~roduct Design -- · 
·-- .. 
__. ---
The product design possibilities are produced by the activity of 
design which has been defined as the "process of sele9itive application 
. .. 
. '( . . . 
~--·· . -···· '-~ 
.......... .
from the total spectrum of science and technology to attain a system, 
device or process which serves a valuable purpose". 3 Traditionally J 
design is associated with creativity and attemrts to systematize it are 
. viewed with disd~in.4 H~ever, the creative world tends to dwell on that 
which is interesting, while :the industrial 1-rorld demands only that which 
... 
is important. r t .... - • 
On what basis is a parti~ular product design chosen? Once the design 
is chosen., on what basis is it decided to add the product to the company's 
'· 
product line? The anSW"ers to these questions are product design decisions. 
LL; -----...,......---~ _ . The produc.t -de$ign--ehe-iee- --a-nd- the-- decision to add the product to the -
.-.. · ... ~ .. 
·:·.-. , prod-µct Une are very- cl~sely connected. The· usefulness of a prodUCt is-,-,. · 
,.. . -. 
;. 
- - - ... 
-:_ • .' :.· ·c·". 
-~ . ~ 
. -•; .• -- - •. T. _ - • -~-•·-~- ·--- ><,.•· ·- ·- • - ··.:,.• -.,: """'°'·--·-..--r.~.-.. •;'""";··'"- -
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4- • • 
.. 
.... , 
_-.; ·- .: 
- . 6 
based on those functions made possible through combinations of suitable 
materials and configurations where suitability is judged in relation to 
. the specific ndssion for which the product is intended,5. (normally; to 
be sold). 
..-,... 
Wr..at are the various levels of decision on product design? R. J. ) . 
PcCrory of Batelle I(~morial Institute and J. v1. Petersen, a ?1~rketing 
: 1~' . 
~·~~~ 
~nager of a. :I;rdraulics and I·la.chinery company, describe similar decision -
·- 0 
) 
~ 6 . 
strata. , 7 These strata are shdwfi:,inFigure 2. 
The four levels of decision shown are: 
-
l. Decision to Screen Product Ideas: At this noint 
.. 
whether or not to look for ne't, products or variations of exis-
ting products is decided. The decision is usually prompted · 
by an improved state of the a~t·. or a recognition of need, or 
a combina. tion of the two. 8 The decision is based upon the 
. ' policies of tr.e organization making the decision. Here, also, 




. . .. . -·· . ~ ~ ..... 
lf.'i-
to the product lin~ • 9 
- 2. Decision to Develop a -Specificati·on:· - At· this point 
the general product idea - the rough-product design is chosen 
from among otr.er ideas and rough designs. Although priorities 
are assigned at each de.cision level below this one, first 
" 
-· assignroonts of time · ~a fac_ilit_ies to the idea are made here • 
.. 
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v' lhrketing 
Figure 2:· levels or Decision on Prpduct Design.10 
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3. Decision to -Release for Development: By this tim9 
the product is a firm entity; nru.ch cf the form and function 
·- are defined here. _,Technical requirerrents, anticipated pro-
blems a.nd costs are revie1-1ed and the decision is made to 
· '-, _ make ~ full scale effort tmrards details of description.,· 
material, processing, and long term perforirance. 
• 
4. Decision to Produce Product for Sale: Here is 
the final product design decision. The results of develop-
nsnt and testing are available and the point of gearing up 
~ 
for production and sales is re~chea.11 · Will this product be 
added to the company's present line? 
. It is not intended (by description of th! levels of decision) to 
indicate that~four separate decisions are Made at four distinct times, 
ratl1er, that there is not one product design deci_sion but many, ranging 
from deciding to look for new products, to deciding to add~ particular 
product .to the line. The bounds of this discussion of the factors involved 
in product design decisions should include within their limits the levels 
of decision discussed above. 
rlhile factors at all levels will be discussed, emphasis 1-1ill be 
:( 
placed on the "tlvo last levels of decision: Decision to Release for 
Development and Decision to Produce for Sales. letting the detailed 
~------discussion of design decision fact.ors go for the moment let us look at ~ 
why there is now _an interes·t· in product design_ decisions. 
. . 
L.. 
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t!"Portance of Product Desi@ Decisions 
In. today's increasingly complex technological society, technolo-
gical knowledge is estinated to be growing exponentially.12 As tech-
nological advances occur, th! number of possible combinations or 
mtarials, shapes, and processes increase in a constantly accelerating 
manner the -number of possible product designs.13 
The advances noted above not only increase the complexity of the 
I product design decision because of the increase in possible choices of 
materials and processes, but also increase the possibility of competi-o. 
tion through alternative solutions to product functions. 
Decision ma.king has been made more critical because of increasing 
market elasticity with small design changes, in,creasing costs of R & D, 
and of more complex processes with reduced profit margins. These factors 
increase the difficulties'of meeting faster pay back requirements brought 
on by decreasing product lives.14 
For most product evaluations in the aerospace industries, a predicted tL.:)•• - .... 
breakeven point in,excess of two years is cause for serious cencern.15 • • '1-"-.., 
To quote the editors of Iridu~trial Research, "The rate of technolo-
gical change sometimes staggers the irragination." In a survey of ne-r'1' 
~ 
\ technological products, Industrial Research received ov~r 10,000-products 
"-. 
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This rate of change' is further demonstrated by the following· events: 
the first public demonstration of the vacuum tube used as an amplifier 
was only 42 years ago when lee De Forrest sh_mred that "four amplifiers-
telephone receivers resting together made sounds h~~:r:~ overf. a ·ais-~nce 
0£ 250 feet in quiet open air.i,17 In the same month 40 years later, the 
world's oldest operating nuclear reactor, the X-10 at Oakridge National 
Laboratory, was retired after 20 years/of service •18 The first commercial 
data processinf computer, the Univac I, was retired to the Smithsonian 
Institution i..Ti 1963· after 12 years of operation by the Census Bureau. 
The TTBchine operated at 10,000 times the tabulation sneed of mn, while 
computors today run over a million times the tabulation speed of man.19 
The increasing product diversity and larger product lines in many 
companies cause 'managements to be faced with product design decisions 
more often. Fortune noted that of 360,0~00 manufact11ring companies in the 
u.s., 1000 account for 70% of total ·national output.20 ~~nagements are 
thus interested in schema. for determining the factors _involved with these··.- ____ _ 
.• • • • • • - , 1"-· • • • ... - ·- • • • ., , -
-~ 
decisions. 
The companies that have grown in absolute terms and have gained 
improved positions in their own industries ne.y be.identified as companies 
.. 
-noted for their acility to make drastic crAnges in their product mix 
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While diversity increases, managements becon,r more capable of 
absorbing new ideas; industrial engineers and management s~ientists 
\ 
become more capable of gene~ating id~as on design decisions. 22 
Surveys by the National Industrial Conference Board show inaccu-
rate appraisal of the need for a product, extent. of its market, and 
' 
. . 
·preDRture decision on design develop~nt as the primary causes of new 
product failure.23 Such studies have increased th~ needs and desires 
on the part of management to have accurate,. careful analysis of product 
designs and<their alternates.24 A study released by the Harvard Graduate 
School of Business shows that 80% of the biggest u. S. corporations are 
taking advantage of techniques reflecting a scientific, approach to 
increasing the rationality of decision ma.king.25 
Example of an Ind~st~J Interested. in Product Design Decisions 
Along with such·industries as the space industry, the major defense 
systems ir}dustry, and the vecy large~ computer (such as STRETCH) industry, 
the electronic components industry is a. good ex~mple ,of an industry in 
... 
which product design decisions are being looked at with greater intensity. 
In 1962 and 1963 the electronics i_ndustry as a whole was fifth in ~ales * 
volunl) of the n.!3.tion 1s largest industries, based on factory sales. 26 
The total sales volu~ for 1962 and 1963 is shown in Figure .3. 
. .( 
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FiSUI:': 3: · Sales Vo11ll1'2: Electronic Industr/7 ,28 
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Replacement Components .6 .1 
Components 3.8 4.6 
-
One quarter of ~~ sales volu.roa of tre electronics industry is held 
·by the electronic components industry.29 This is that section of the 
electronics industry which supplies discrete parts which are asse~bled 
,, 
into telephones., televi-sion receivers., radar, computers, w~apon systems 
_ and process control d-evie-es. Discrete parts supplied by the components 
section of tr.a electronics industry inc.lude transistors, resistors, micro-
circuits, industors, cathode ray tubes and transfomers. 
The components industry sales volWTle is predicted to go to-$, oillions 
. 
in 1967, then to continue to rise to $6.25 billion by 1970.JO 
This industry clearly fits the description of a· rapidly growing 
industry. 
~ 
Business and D~fense Services Administration of the Commerce Depart-
C • 
ment statistics for the third quarter of 1963 indicated that the compon~p.ts 
• industry is suffering from the profit squeeze·, selling more 11nits but 
0 
-~--- -- . 
~---~---r·~o---fiting---less.31 ---------------'------;c--------
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An oversupply of competitors is a characteristic of muc}l of the , 
componerits industry. As the market for_ a component grows, both top 
firms and n1ort operato;sn are drawn into the arena.32 Price cutting 
is connnon in this situation and has occurred in the .. electronic tube 
/ 
field and very recently in the transistor-semi-conductor field.33 
. 
Even with the oversupply of competitors and competitors' products 
. --. I there is a great incentive towards standardization of product. Cne may 
L-----
note on Figure 3 that the Governrent buys over 601 of the output of tr.a 
electronics industry. (This figure may be applied to the components 
industry as an approximation.) The Defense Department, with such agencies 
as the Defense Electronics Supply Center in Dayton, Ohio, is only one of 
the de-partzoonts of goverrunent efficiently centralizing, standardizing and 
reducing the abundance of new and replacement electronic systems and 






- -------·- --- -------------------------------------- --- 34 
components. · 
--- - - - -- -
, . 
The electronic c_0mponents industry, like othe-r---industries in the-
government market., is dominated even in its non-governmental business 
~-----~---- ~Y'-a_ nunhe~. o{_ s-imilaP- factors: _ 
-·---··-·- --- .. :-r•--··---··--··-· --·-· --· 
,i~-
l. There are many highly co~etitive organizations fighting 
tor tre customer's dollar (be 'the customer go-v:ern,.1mnt or industry) _35 
These competitive organizatior,..s usual~r fall at, two ends of the 
corporate spectrwn. At one end of the spectrum is the highly 
--- . 
. complex, nmltiplant, rnultiproduct .. stably funded corpora ticns, like M" ....... ~-·· ,., 
-- . ~- ..... 
Westir,.gl1ouse, which has prod~cts classified in 134 government cate-
--------=-----11 ~--~., .... ~· 
gories.36 At the other end of the spectrum of corporate structures 
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2. The custoner (if not immediately the governnent, then 
once or twice removed, or one of the upper end corporate stru.c-
tures in l above) is often large and complex and is made up of 
individuals often out of touch with each other.37 
,,. 
Tr.2 problem selected for analysis later in this paper will be drawn 
Q 
from the electronic components industry. 
Application of Logic in Approaching the Product Design Decision 
... 
Much of the trouble involved in Product Design Decision making arises 
'• 
because the Product Design Decision is considered to be different. This 
. is not the case. Products are not designed by hunch. If the problem is 
the Product Design Decision, then the body of knowledge on decision making 
may be applied. This body of knotiledge states that the Decision is sus-
ceptible to treatrent. 
Decisions are ealled for whenever a choice must be nade between two 
or more alternatives •. Note, that not only must alternatives exist, but 
- there must also exist a ne~d for choice between alternatives. Lewis 
-----------carroll, in his .m.them:itically -and· logically ·based Alice·1·s Adventures ·in 
·!Tonderland., puts these words into the mouths of his characters: 
~: 
~ 
.. 'f ... :_ "" • ;; -"'.~ . ·";-< ";· __ .,..,,.--_ ' -- ~ --~. _, .• • • 
"Alice: r,rould you tell me please~ 1-rhich way I ought to 
go from here? · 
ChesWtre Cat: That depends a good deal on where you 
· want to get to. .. 0 
~ 
Alice: I don't much care where ••• 
CheShire ,Ca.t: Then i~sn't matter which way you ~o.n3B 
. - . 
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Tba.t the need for choices between alternatives exists is indicated 
by the grevrth of tre electronics industry. In the growing and changing 
·" industrial 1-1orld, not making decisio11s allot..rs competition and the world 
beyond a company's control to completely determine its mode of existence. 
C' ~ 
Making decisions is the key function i.11. engineeri~g·,and business activity • .39 
<... 
Much thinking about problem solvj_ng, therefore, decision making, was 
~ 
done by Pavlov and his contemporaries. E. L. Thorndike, a U. S. Psycholo-
gist, defined problem in terms use·ful for his experiments. His definition 
t, 
" 
. - ~ ... 
is still 1-1idely accepted am· can be interpreted as a definition of the 
circumstances under which decisions are made. 
"A problem exists when the goal that is sought is not 
directly attainable by the performance of a simple act 
available in tr~ animal (performer's) repertory; the 
solution calls for either a novel action or a new 
integration of attainable actions. 1140 
Thorndike here shows two aspects of the situation requiring a decision: 
_ _ __ -~- __ _(~.) ___ the g~_lJ . J~. nd (b ) the necessity for novel action. L~deed tr~ goal or 
first step in' many des;~iptions of tJ. decision 
~. - ·-· 
the objective beco~es the 
. -:--- -:ma.king process. Clough1 (!f_ the. Unive!sity of Toronto, describes the first 
- . 
t . .: .. 
. ' 
•• 
step in the decision making process as a se~rch for and definition of 
important objectives--a placing of finite limits, boundries or constraints 
. \ ' 
on the range of objective to be considered. 41 Starr says that the decision 
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-- , .. ' The fact that a need or necessity must exist before decisions 8re 
mde has been shown twice. Cn what basis has need been stressed? The 
Gestalt psychologists emphasize the ten.dency of the mind to organize 
. ·-- - _., . 
~· and integrate, and to perceive aplu.tions, including problems, as total 
structures. They emphasize that problem solving is not triggered by a 
sequence of stimuli ~nd responses.43 Hm~ever, in his day, Thorndike 
said that wh3tever behavior is rewarded is "stamped in" and rrhatever is 
not rewarded is "stamped out". I,Teed is the reasure of future reward. 
nThe Behavioral Theory of the Firm", a discipline which has built 
on the organjzation theory by C. I. Bernard and H. A. Simon in the 1940 1s 
an:l late 1950's, concentrates on ~ecision ma.king as a basic eler:2nt in 
the study of organization.44 This theory indicates that the things that 
go into rraking a .decision are the premises on which the group operates 
(goals or objectives), the information ~vailable to the decision rnaker1 
\ 
and the Renalty .re1-1ard structure (need or necessity) that is provided to 
the organization.h5 (The preceding statem~nt is very reminiscent of 
- - . ~ - .-
---·---·-----~----r.- .... ,- .... _- __ - - ... _a.-.. -- • --·--··-······ -
.. 
Thorndike's cow.ments on reward.) 




-F:igw:'e 4, also indicates the imp~rtance of the objective or goal in tls 
decision naking process. 
( 
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Satisfaction~<::)~--------------. F .. 
Search for Probleik"aplution 




Figure 4: lv!arch-Simon Jviodal of Adaptive Motivated Behavior.46 
._., 
As noted in Figure 4, the higher the dissatisfaction., tJ.,_e more 
effort will be made in search far problem solutions; the more effort., 
the higher the expected reward; the higrer the expected reward, the 
:•-" -· 
,;...;:..;_ 
higher the satisfaction and aspiration level; the higher the aspiration 
level, tha lower the satisfaction. \ 






decision may be tb.ought of _as being embodied in the goals or objectives 
of· that organizat,~9-n. _ Tpµs_ the .:road winds around the course once more 
Clough's first step in the decision ma.king process.h7 His description 
the complete process foll01·rs: 
\ 
1. Search-for and definition of important objectives., the 
placerrent_of finite limits on the range of objectives to be 
considered (usually on the basis of experie~~e and intuitions). 
'· 2. Search fo'r--the feasible alternative courses of action 
to achieve one or more of tha objectives (limits the Jnge of 
';, .· .. :;~ ~:·:~·-/1-~·-~·~-~11:~~;';·!~;?t~ ·:'.- -- .·,. J • 
alternatives considered)~ 
··~ 
· .. ·. -
a 
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3. EstL~te of the "pa.yoff11 -or each alternative course or 
_ ., 
·action over all objectives ·set (scale of value for objectives). 
4. Test to determine closeness of estil?"ated payoff' to real 
payoff (past perf ormnce or controlled experirr.ent) • 
},fundel' s description of the scientific method of problem solving, 
decision Ina .... 1dng, even though developed in the main. far motion and tins 
study work, somewhat parallels the above.48 The main points and their 
relation to the Clough listing follevrs: 
1. Aim: Determination of objectives and establishment 
of criteria for :rr.easuring problem solutions and decisions. 
This item relates directly t~ Clough's search for important 0 • 
objectives. 
2. Analysis: Systematic brea.kdcwn of all data pertinent 
to the problem. 
3. Criticism: A review of the analysis keeping in mind 
--
-,-- _ -<--. ·---- ___ _pre_viously __ .f_ou.p.d __ useful g_ue stic_ns. _ l'Th~le Analysis· and Criticism 
' are not parall~;t directly vitl1 any listing above, their presence 
is implied prior to a search for alternative courses of action. --
4. In.11.ovation: _ The fornru.lation of ideas for solving tr..e 
>llr•· .. _ 




>---'· .- . -
'~.•C"· .. 
5. Tast: Cornuarison of alternatives with the aforementioned • 
- ..,. -







- of r.fundel's description could easily be a paraphrase of the "payoff" : -~ -: ·-.'-,!~~;'=.::?}·f~¥ffr~~~,ff1(E?· ._.-. • -
-
,-,., 
_ estimation as above. --.. I } 
-, 
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6. Trial: A ~st run or simulation 0£ the decision as 
in the fourth decision step • 
7. Application: This is an ¥1Portant point often, as 
above, left out. This is tre implemen~tion of the decision. 
It can be seen from the above that decision ma.king is not a simple 
,, 
process. vTith ne.ny factors and ·the interactions between the factors,.-
"seat of tre pantsn49 intuition is often misleading. The effectiveness 
of a product design decision can seldom be determined without some formal 
system ar logic. 50 
B~ckgrounds for Product Design Decisions 
In the study of a product design decision, an examination of the 
environment, in which the decision is to be made, is important • 
Classical thJory describes several such environments. Generally 
~ 
considered are perfect monopoly, oligopoly, perfect competition, and 
is. 
quasi-monopoly. ,,1m t follo1-1s are brief descriptions of these environnents. 
,:.., ... 
rerfect ?·!onop~ly 
Here., there is one seller, many buyers. There are no 
sirr~lar products sold as substitutes.for the sellers• 
a.I\· .. ,·)'&" 
product. !-To ne-r,r sellers can enter the nn.rket. In the 
\ 
perfect monopoly neit~r the custo100r nor the law imposes 
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a larger share of tre market· by reducing prices would 
probably be retaliated against by swift competitive 
,_ -· 
. . ,2 reaction. Prices tend · to be the same for all sellers. · 
Perfect Competition 
'.-::;; - --_ t'--· 
. .. : . 
..:. 
!-:- - _,_ • !'4": Here there are rrany sellers, none big enough to greatly 
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big enough to greatly influence pric~s. Both buyers and 
)> 
sellers are unrestrained by la·w·., collusion, etc. Prices 
are free to shift with supply-{~ demand.;53 
Quasi-~lonopolz ' 
Here the seller's product is made differently from similar 
product~ to such a degree that there are no sub~titutes 
--------- - available. · II' the prices go too l1igh, otter sellers would--
\ ' 
. \ 
enter tre marlre t with a reasonable substitute. In this 
s_ituation tre buyers in tm market are numerous and snall.~ 
. · Mlny other relatively straightforward product design decision environ------ --
ments might be discussed. One environm3nt almost cla·ssical in concept is 
of particular interest in this paper (?-s it is that which exists in the 
case study utilized). 
/ .... 
·.:: .. 
"Quasi Seller-Bt\y·er !\1oncpoly" 
nere, in a rrenner similar to tre Quasi-!-ionopoly, tre seller 
has ·a oroduct to which substitutes are either unavaifable 4 • 
or unattractive. Here, however, the buyers in the market 
. .. 'a. . 
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are so domina.~d, in volume, by one buyer that the one 
. 
buyer alone might be considered the whole market. 
Clough states that consideration of classical rrarket 
~ 
situations has little practical value.ss ·':Product demand 
_, 
for nev-r products cannot be accurately estimated and rarely 
does a monopoly or quasi monopoly exist.56 The case study 
chosen then is of interest because, while not being wholly 
, 
classical in nature ("quasi seller-buyer monopoly") 1 it 
is relatively simple in structure (classical in concept), 
denand can be predicted, a.nd the case exists in fact.· 
Rating and 1'1eighting 
It is clear th~ .. t one may not solve a problem l-Thich has 107 detailed 
.equal importance, or even four categories of objectives of eoual impor-
tance-. All objectives a·o not affect design decisions equally. i:Then a 
nuniber of objectives are listed, it becones necessary to 
. - . - -
+ ----.- - -~-.. • ---_---:--
- - - ·-
I 
·- ---- --- -·-
0£ relative importance o:f tm objectives in order to use th3 objectives 
at a11.57 
... ..:-
Tre lowest cost, highest quality, most attractive packc1:_ge, and 
fastest delivery are not normally criteria 1ihich can all be met simu.lta.n-
eously.5S 
·r I ' 
The decision naker at this point· must state the difference between 
interesting and important objectives.59 He llDlSt determinEr··the- scale of 
relative importance or objectives. 
.• 
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affect most strongly our most prized goals. vle give little or no 
weight to goals which ~ave little interest to u~.60 
There is a parallel in measurement of subjective- .quantities that 
1s of interest here. bich work has been _done in such social science 
areas as merit rat:tng, personnel performance evaluation, and student 
grading. The scaling of cha.racteristics as a see:rningly intuitive pro-
cedure is important in these areas and has been extensively studied and 
docurrented. Sons available references are Cronbach, Gray and Siegel. 61, 62 ,63 
Rating scales are used to reduce impressions to manageable forms.64 
In irrlustria.l use in application to objectives., rating scales and weights 
can be.a procedure for stating company policy. 
---Rating arises in case-s where 1 for lack of money, time, instruments 
or language, measurement of a particular characteristic or relationship 
it-considered impossible. 65 .. 
l!oroney states that it is questionable that scaling proc~d1..ires are 
. .- . 
. 
---~.--~-·----a-t-~ll legitimate.66 - He -furthe~ feels-that-, '~hat. is cal~d experience 
is nothing more than trie result. of uncontrolled psycho.logical factors." 
I, 
vTeight or i Degree Scale of Trait Importance Sup. Above Av. Average Unsat. 
. 
. 
most imoortant knowledge of job / . 
-
inmortant initiative ./ 
-important dependability 
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. Fig.ire S. , Ra~~ng and Ranking on a ·Descriptive Graphic Scale · 
-r ... -~- .. (Personnel Evaluation Sheet) -'.~. - .. -' -
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Thus in an intangible evaluation, such as that shown in Figure S, 
f'- there. are many possible errors. Some _of these errors are docummted as: 
Generosity Error: Tenden9y of raters to give favorable 
reports 
- Ambiguity: Mrsinterpretation of traits or other factors 
Halo Effect: Evaluation of all characteristics or objec-
tives based en impressions created by only 
one characteristic or objective 
~~-Bias: Pre judgment 
Limited Information: Evaluator not sufficiently prepared 
While the Descriptive Graphic ijating .Scale (trait scale) is the most· 
0 
often used evaluation technique for comparing intangibles, tr~ possible 
faults of the nethod just discussed have led to development of several 
other techniques.67 S-om of these techniques are: paired comparisons., 
forced choice between alternatives, and Q-sort procedures.68 
With the possible faults of the Descriptive Graphic Rating Scale as ., _ 
shown above notwithsta.nding, such simple procedures as careful selection 
... 
~-
. -- -- --· -- ···- -- ·- l:....~ -·... - ...... -•.. - - ,... ""\~~ --- - _.......___ --- - --··· - .. 
of raters can imnrove the technique to the point where this relatively 
.. .-
~ .... --- ~ .. -
J . 
short, unsubtle.technique is the best to use in most situations.69 
An added advantage of this te~chniqu~. __ or analysis is tha.t the degree 
of agreement bett~een evaluators ma.y be determined. Siegel shows the 
'\ 
~ m3thods of determining the degree of agreement in explanations of the 
-·Searnan's Ra.n.1< Correlation Coefficient and Kendall's Coefficient of 
Concordance. 70 
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Ill. STA'ffi1¥~NT OF THE PARTICULA1! PRGBIEM 
-.--··-
-.· .. '.[". ' 
-:-:·, ..._..,, ---- -
The problem to be analyzed is: can the procedure .. described by 
O•M3ara (for appraising the abilities of -alternative designs to meet 
.. 
~bjectives) aid in ma.king a Product Design Decision in the case about 
to be described?71 The decision to be concentrated upon will be the 
~ Decision to Produce for Sale (Figure 2). 
,........_ 
Case Environment 
T·he case., hereaf~er presented, is based on an actual case. Company 
·-A, herein described; asked that product identities and production costs 
... 
be disguised. All production times, costs, and volumes r.ave thus been 
adjusted so as to be unrecognizable without knowledge of the act,.ial data. 
.,, . 
- . :- - -· ~-"--
While the adjustmants ~ause the con~iuding percentages and st9.terrents 
to be different than those of the actual case, these numbers are well 
within the realm of reality. 
The projected product supplier (hereafter: Corripany A) is in this 
. . . 
-·-- - ___ ,di_ . . . .. . . . 
. . . . .. . . . ·. --- --- ... -- . - ..... - --- --
9 --- ·----:--~-case- a division ·of. a -c-orjYbra.t1on ___ listed in Fortune's top 100. companies. 
. ' ., . 






The corporation is a multiplant operation engaged in the manufacture of 
thousands of products for military, industrial, and consWIEr markets. 
The· division (hereafter: Compon~n/s Division)· concerned, m~inura~::;.es 
and markets electronic components. 
The narket for trie particula..r family of products under design con-
. -· 
sideration is., for the next three years, totally dominated by an even 
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larger c~rporation (henceforth: Company B) engaged in the manufacture 
of electric and electroni-e equipments of many types. 
The product is an electronic component. The product (hereafter: 
Product A) performs the function of a relatively exotic memory device. 
There are now more expensive versions of memory devices being utilized 
£or a nUITDer of computing purposes. Company A now manufactures a version 
or Product A on a limited basis. 
The demand for Product A is more than 100 times the pr~§ent annual 
-
production of similar components in the United States. 
The probable competition for Company A in the supply of Product A 
' ' 
consists of f ~ur suppliers., all now· producing the. same volwre of Product 
A as Company ... 4.. Tr...e competitors are all relatively snall and relatively 
short lived. Company A is the only possible produoer ·with a significant 
financial backing. 
The alternative products for use in this appl:tcation are components 
_,/ 
- .__.. - --- --
,. 
- ' 
~ . . -
which, ~ relati-on to Proc!UCt A, are J, t_he opinion of Company A's 
, ~!keting group): ( __ J-.._/ ·· · 
... -
··• 
Alt. 1) Expensive for the same.capabilities 
. Alt. 2) Cheap, but requires expensive support circuitry 
Alt. 3) E"'--pensive rrith e,:pensive support circuitry 
Alt. 4) }Tot of as high an electronic quality 
·4 
Alt. S) Physically too large 
. . . 
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The.application in wbjch Product A is to be _used is new. The design 
into wrJ.ch Prod.uct A will fit is a new concept for .performing a memory 
function. Company B's customers for the product will be large Federal 
agencies because of the expense of Company B's finished product. This • I 
• 
is a new business in a neTA field of electronics for Company B. 
The product design decisions to be JTJade by Company A were needed in 
a P3riod of-th~ey- to ninety days. The. level -of product design decisions 
ma.de were the Decision to Develop Specifications, the Decision to Release 
. for Development and the Decision to Produce for Sale (See Figure 2) • . 
. . 
The Decision to Screen Product Ideas was unneces$ary in this case since 
similar products were already being rranufactured. 
• 
The description of the Quasi -Seller-B~ Eonopoly discussed earlier 
fits the above brief descriptions of: the supplier company, th..e custorner, 
.J· 
the unattractiveness of alternate components, and the possible inability 
• 
• I • 
- --~---- - of a cognizant manufacturer other than Company A to finance a one hundred 
' 
tines production increase. y~ 
r 
This paper is;~ then,· ,a ;lease. study or the use of Industrial Engineeri...'lg 
techniques applied to the Product pesign Decision in tre case of the Quasi-
I. Seller-Buyer }!onopoly: The case ,of one very big supplier with one very-
big customer and a unique product. 
. . 
I 
Volune and Price ~!e gotia tions 72 
,. 
Company B ··ai,proached Company A with a proposal to purchase. Product A 
'in 17..ro variations : AA and .AB. Total o~antities reouired over the next 
. - ~ 
-
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five years would be 560;-boo pieces of Product AA and 390,000~.pieces of 
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contract but no longer tr.an five montl1s hence. 
·. After further discussion, Company B presented a required delivery 
schedule as shown in Figure 6. 
; y 
r' 
First Quartl ,Yr. 0 
Second Quarter Yr. 0 
TYPE AA 
Pcs. x 1000 
10.s 
18.4 
Third Quarte.r Yr •. _Q __ ·--- ·-·- __ 




. ,.. .. 
36.4 83.7 











Delivery to begin in 6. months • 
.. 
. Figure· 6: .Requ~d Delivery Schedule P·roduct A 
TYPE AB 
Pcs. x 1000 
7.5 
17.5 
- ~__17_._5_ ___ -
-~ ---·- - -
i.. . ... ,· 
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Company B stated that it considered supply of both AA and AB as 
essential and would not consider placin~ ~rders for AA with one co~pany 
and orders for AB with another. The supplier company would thus supply 
both products or neither. 
To the question placed by Company A to the key project leader in 
Company B., ''v·Jha t do you need from Company A to realize your market 
projections?" The key m:ln replied, 
"a. The volume of. parts which we requested., 
b. Product AA for $4. 70 and Product AB for $21.00, 
c. Tight engineering liaison in setting specifications 
and providing engi.11.e~ring aid and prototype support." . · 
Company B offered to cmtract to buy Product A (products in the ~. 
class of AA and .P..B) from Company A only. Company B further stated that 
an "in company" confidence. level of 85% to 90% existed that 50% of the 
volume requirements listed in Figure 6 would be ,purchased. The key 
s • 








- ---~------ - -t-
·- - - J •. - -
- - - -- ---~--- . --
-Figure 6 were not purchased, brea.keven could not be reached for Company 
B 's a pp lie a tion. ... , 
-
_,· - ' ':,)' ,, .. - -- - - -
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·• 
Decision to Release for Develo£nent a.nd. DeveloJ?_ment Rasul ts 
At this point in time Company A's Division }hnager and Site 1'1orks 
Manager made the Dec:i.sion to Develop Specifications and the "Decision to 
e, Release ·ror Deveioproont based (this author ass1LT?Bs) on*the possibility 
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·-At the time these. negotiations were going on Company A was producing 
products in the class of Product A in lot quantities of from five, to two 
,L.l .. ~ ~ . -
-,,. - .1f ~ ' •• ' ._J l 
____ hundred pieces, 1-rith one order having 'approached tr.Jo thousand pieces of 
one type. A product similar to Product .~ wa.s produced at standard plant 
costs of $91 and one similar to AB.1 at standard plant costs of $134. 
The costs of similar products produced by Company A at this time 
m:ide it apparent to Company A that cost was the JTlAjor factor. to be worked 
ron' on a development basis. 
Decision to Produce fer Sale 









to Produce for Sa.le. A work group was formed (consisting of a process 
development - industrial engineer, a prodttct development - electrical 
engineer., a~ a rranufacturing department head) to determine the feasi-
bility of manuf~cturing Product A at bela-r required sales price and at \ 
required volumes. _J-
.. · .. 
At the end o~ three weeks (one month gone out of five months avail-
.Jr··---- •. 
able before tbe start of del1very) the work group rAd gathered the esti-
I• 
.. 
mates shown in Appendix A~and Appendix Bas ~ollmfs: 
.... 
~ 
Append:ix A: Proposed Process Chart-Product Analj'Sis 
for Products AA or .t\B 
Appendix B: Summary of Calculations,_ Estine.tes and 
Process and Product Design Predictions 
Bl: Product Description and Company B P.equirements 
.1• 
.• 
; B2: Possible 1 • Physical Sizes of Possible Designs ... -- .~· r .• . 
l j 
.. . . t • 
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B4: Estins.ted Grinding Times per Operation 
B5: Operation Times and Material Costs of Possible 
Designs / 
B6: Cost Elements of ,the Proposed Designs 
, B7: P~ojected Capital· Equipment Needs 
The work group had found that relatively straightfon1ard improve-
nents in key areas, decreased materials costs.due to vastly increased 
material volwiles required, am one advance in the "state of the art" in 
nearing" brought plant costs to $3.61 for AA and $12 .63 for ABl or 
;,-
$13.64 for AB2 (variations thought po~sible on AB). 
___ ..>-_-







Required Sales Price 
i • 
ABl ? • 
-AB-2 ··"-- -------·--··--- -·--c-·~--· ,. 21.00- • 
• 
.. 
Sales Price vs. P-lant: Cost·-_. 
. . . . . . - ' . . .. . . 
'!he costs predicted were below sales price. 
Predicted Plant Costs 
$ 3.61 
12.63 
- ./. Company B was approached with the idea of selling variation ABl. 
Company B stated that th..e dimensions of .ABl would require them to spend 
.. 
. 
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~re to obt.qtn smaller support coT;JPonents. Company B would buy ABl, 
but at; $13.50 rather than at $21.00._ Company A decided to drop 1-1ork 
on ABl and concentrate for tre future on AB2 (hereafter referred to 
as AB). 
The Sales and Profit Presentation shown in Appendix E fills out 
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IV. EXFERIMENTAL PROCEDlJRE 
::;, 
-·- -
. ·r. .! "-
The Decision to Produce for Sale in this case was positive. The 
decision was made based on the Sales and Profit Presentation, Payback, 
arrl Return on Investment Presentations as in Appendix E, and on the 
intuitive judgnents of the affect of the decision on Comp~ny A1s objec-
tives. This author, as a member of the aforementioned work group, 
----' 
recommended that this action be taken. 
Th.i.s a,1thor·--trfen went back and_ attempted to see how the Decision 
. 
. 
to Produce for.Sale might have changed had, not only tha financial indi-
cators of cuality of Product Design but a.lso, the intangible objectives 
been evaluated quantitatively. The following are th3 steps taken in the 
attempt at detecting change: 
In an astablishmsnt of Aim, ~ search of tm literature was made to 
build a list of objectives with some semblance of universality. 
List of Objective Categories: 
• 
.. 
A search of the literature and a consolidation of the 107 objectives 
am questions indicating objectives_ concerning product designs found in 




I. Maximize the profit generated by introduction of 
this product. OptiJT1ize the financial position in 
which events leading ~o product introduction will 
!": • • .. ..,. ,. • • I ---~· • ..,,._ __ ._' "'.jl , -. 
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n. Minimize adverse organization reaction to product , 
change or design introduction. Utilize organiza-
tion Is present assets. 
III. By picking the proper product design., minimize 
I .. 
.. 
·,. . . . ', ,.~ '. . . ' 
problems (feasibility, materials, sellability) 
associated with the product and its market • 
IV. Minimize possible bad effects of social implica-
tions associc2.ted with the product. 
• 
. . I 
The factors involved in the above produc} decision objective cate-
gories were taken from papers or publications by two vice-presidents or 
large electrical and electronics manufacturer, 73 a marketing consultant, 74 
a marketing manager, 15 an e lee tronics research manager, 76 an 4re·rican 
l'anagement Association Division !~nager 1 77 an opera-tions research special-
ist, 78 three acamedicions. 79 The list should tre ref ore represent a cross-
sectional view of both those who rmke product design decisions and those·\· 
· who have studied decisions· apd product design decisions. 
• 
The 107 objectives and .questions suggesting objectives, found in 
the search, are listed in .Appendix D. 
Discussion of Objective·s Found in Search: ' 
.( 
-<> 
I. Maximize the profit generated by introduction of this product. 
Optimize the financial position in which events leading to product intro-· 
~ 
duction will leave the company. . .... / . , 





. :~··c-·~:~~~~7;:-~";>,~:~,.~-- ··"-~->_by selling products, designs or se_:cyices which have been created or 
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purchased. by the business,-BO that. maximizing profits is the mjor 
objective of the busin~~; organization. Bl, 82 
A note here should be nade of the literary view of the 
i 
"o~ganization as a whole" as having an individual personality complete 
with de~ires and singular objectives~. Clough writes clearly that the 
organization does not really have objectives of its own.83 It is the 
decision makers in th3 organi7ation who hold objectives, it is improbable 
-
· that the col'1'1binations of all the goals of all the( decision makers can be 
so easily stated as "maximizing profits 11 .84 
·Thus, although nany executi-ves state th~t their chief· objec~ 
tive is to rraximize profit, 85 the st.atements are oversimplified in many _ 
cases. l·Jhile business decisions are usually) made wit~ an eye to the 
. 
effects 0£ the decisions ca profits,86 othe,r aspects are considered (see 
furt:r..er d~iscussion of objectives II, III, IV). Even in consideration of 
profit, long run profits are considered along with short run profits. 
- ---.1. . 
. i 
--~----------------
11Reasonable 11 profits are discussed; reasonable enough to support a given· 
dividend rate, reasonable enough so a.s not to encourage competition, 
c~toner dissatisfaction, union requests for wage increases.87, 88 
- -
A full discussion of the factors ouestioned __ in (A) vJill the 
.. 
. . 
produ~t bring increased profits?; (B) Rmv much of our cash will this 
project tie up?; (C) Hcn-1 much will· it CO$t us, to develop, introduce, 
.mar~et and nan~acture the n~ product?; and (D) Can we fin~nce .d~v~_+op-
rrerit and production of this product? will net ba made. However, a nu.mber 
' , • • • 
~ ~ r 
• 
·~". -
. - - - _. ·-, 
- ' -
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of texts competently cover the subject, among them, texts by Dean, 89 
.. _, ... 
. -




- Sorre generalities rre.y be drawn from tre listing of objectives. 
The various points emphasized in profit a; scussions are: Total potential 
yield, return on investment or risk ratio (=p:'ofittretfn),92 breakeven 1nves men 
point, capital investnient, cash flcrw restrictions (inventory, accounts 
receivable), and ability to finance the product introduction. 
, The points above are involved in the closed loop that each 
. product ties up or uses part o£ a company's resources and in re"turn, 
- ., 
. -·· . -~. 
sales of each product add to a company's overall· profits thereby increasing 
the company's resources.93 
_/ 
Here a point of cau.tion should ·be given. It is often not 
- -
realistic to expect a proposed .product to out perform established products 
. ' 
________________ in early analysis because. of the advantages given~o estab]ished product ., - -- --- - ---- ""'\'. ~- ---- -
~ lines which are inherent in the company's acc~unting structure .94 
- ------ - --- - - - -- -----~ --




.·· might well be mentioned here. These have to do generally with long term 
profits of a company. ~Te might consider whether the new product design 
enabled the company to produce goods at a cost re~uired to support .the 
t 
economy-, to provide steady and/or useful employment, or to enable the 
company to survive ( the buggywhip :rr.anufacturer prod11cirlg ste'~ringWheels) • 96 
--
.>. 
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n. Minin,.iz,e adverse organization reaction_ to product ctange- or 
design introduction. Utilize the organization's present assets. 
~----
The aavantage of using tre organization's nresent assets 
., 
' 
· "·optimumly are clear; these are lm.rer investments in pla~t and equipment. 
The lower investmerrt,s may result in price reductions which in most mar-
kets (relatively elastic) will increase sales volurre. 
Utilization of present engineering, management and labor force 
both reduces the cost of recruitrrent and training and enables the pro-
duct to take advantage of an already integrated team. The pr-odt1ct design _ 
decision maker can use the operation of the present labor force as a . 
far.tor in his control, and ofte.n predict performance based on the group's 
s·tate of 9ontrol ( in the control cli4rt sense). If the designer were 
required to depend upon a re,? work force he would h~ve to count that 
~·}. .----..... ------·------- --'-------·--..----- -- - ... • . ~--·- •. -·--- - -- - - '. . - • -- - -
--- .•.. -11,,7., .. ·---- -· ----···-
'-:'· 
work force as a factor with unknm-rn orerating limits (again in the control 
-· 
chart sense) • { .;., 
,--
Organization reaction to a radical design is indicated-~_~e 
-~. . 
theorum that risks increase in direct ratio~ to tr..e degree ··that a new 







} : . 
of tr~ company's pre~ent 1:'ine.97 r 
While na:ri.agement is interested in introducing a quality pr·o-
duct, it is always prone to believe that engineers take too long to get,-· 
developments ard product designs ready for produ~tion.98 . 
ti 
The best time to, lrl.t the market with a rew product is at the 
f.: 
r! . _ tine of_ the dena.nd for trA t product. The first pFoduct to arrive on the 
1" ::;i·c·-~'<:·:;:r).-;~.i~~~"~~,:;.;..·~=~~'.:,_i;~· -c.>~- ";_: . _ ~ .. -- . ·. - ·, . _ .c,· - • • . :,_ : _ _ .-: , • 
... - -.r~,,<:- -::·. ~·· ·_ -_.;.·.?:<···: ... ·Jn:lrk:et, rray becorre' tr~ accepted standara.99 -.r - . 
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Major questions asked. concerning this objective are (A) Do 
. ' 
we 1'..a.ve experience with this type of productJ; (B) Can we~with the 
. t, .... , 
nanagement., facilities_, and teclmical know-how available at present, 
.. 
produce this product?; (C) ~That is the effect of the product de_sign ·-
program on existing prograrns?·; and (D) How long will it take to have 
. .,J 
the product ready for rnarke t? 
Ill. By picking the proper product design, minimize problems 
(feasibility., materials, sellability) associated with the product and 
its market. -::r 
A basic qyestion asked at the inception of any product design 
is, "Is it technically feasible? 11100 There is no logic in pursuing 
design and -production of a product whic-h reouire tec-hniaues beyond 
,,,,. 
--~ 
present or- foreseeable state of the art. 
A basic,' or more basic, question to be asked at product design 
inception is, '~Till it sell?11101 l-1a.rketability and market surveys or 
searches are a field too large t0---discuss adequately here. The necessity 
' 
for a product to meet ne~g~ __ , c.le.s.ir.es am. __ purchasing .. cap_ac~ties. of the 
.. . ... - .. -· ---- ·- ~ .. ~ . - ... - ' . 
" 
ultimate product conswmr, how~ver, could be described as the demand made 




Early looks at the process and design limits of the product 
should give indications of ,the size and variation of otrer products 
·;-
' associated 1-1it,h it- in terms of sizes, colors, tolerances, ~tc. in a pro-
( 
duct line. The variations in the product ]4.ne often deterniine the use-
• - ..• -, ., '- ! • 
. ; ___ , . __ :_~,7;~·~:~:~~i~~/-~~;'y..,:-~·-tulness of t~e product_ in Iileeti~g strat~gy-and/or parallel competition • 
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··--- · Many companies meet ~ompetition with a good "corporate image". 
In such companies the _quality of the product .in relation to effect on 
·· te tat· · 1 1 ·a a 102 corpora repu ion is.c ose y consi ere. (Corporate reputation 
is iPiportant also in keeping and hiring quality man~gement and engineering 
talent.) 
Another manner of ireeting competition is to take advantage or 
ti,,,. 
demand inte9~~ationships with the present product line; thus a firm 
. 
--) . 
manufacturing bathtubs rr,.ight consider as a new product the complete 
~e of bathroom fixtures, or a firm mnufacturing office desks might 
fh· . . ' 
-consider office chairs. 
M:ljor questions concerning this objective are (A) Is the product 
. ~~hnica"lly feasible?; (B) Are materials available to manufacture the 
' - w.' / ... - - .. ,·· - ·-r-- ,1.·t'·,. .. ...., ' . 
. ~ . 
product?; (C) Are there any_patent problems?; (D) What is t.'1e···rnarket for 
the product?; (E}-l1hat is-the potential product line?; (F) Does the pro-
duct improve the company's irM.ge or r~putation or ability ~o compete?; 
......... 
_., ---- - - --------
(G) Can the product be sold?;- and (H) Can-the product be manufactured? 
., 
" ) l 
IV. ¥inimize the possible bad effects of social implications \ 
associated with the product. 
- This objective might be st·a ted in terms of minimizing effects 
.. -
C •, ••• _•_••:.• :--i.'!":"""' 
of factors which are lL~controllable. These factors are numerous and 
usually have the same relation to tre product manuf!3.cture and sale as 
·'> 
-
does too universe on a tre rmodynamic closed system; . when the closed 
system is opened to the world th;! resu-lts are unpredictable. The factors ·-
\ 
. ,; 
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---- - ~- --
·(social implications) ·in this section are normally not able to be repre-
sented statistically. J_Vi,rtually everything may be represented· statis-
.. . '"" 
tically - rather, the factors are such that it is economically unfeasible 
to: represent them statistically·.) 
'\ 
Analysis, Criticism, arrl In..'iova tion 
;, 
Analysis arrl Criticism, as described by ~h.h,del., were carried out by 
writing down the pertinent facts in the problem case in much the same 
nanner as that in which the section on Staterrent of The Particular 
..... 
. 
Problem is written. 
. , ... 
. ~ .. __ ....,._ 
~ Innovation, the next step, was accomplished with a hard look at the 
manufacturing processes I State of Art and materials improvements as out-
lined in Appendices A and B:.~- ./ · 
- ·--· • - ·-·- -• --· ·- T 
' 






The Prod-uct Design Decision maker was now faced with Testing the 
Innovation, with comparing the qesign with alternative designs, with 
making the Decision to Produce for Sale based on both the financial 
indices and a quantification of the intangible objectives given in fl.im. 
It was in this area that the procedure described by 0 1}feara was 
utilized .10 3 




John T. O'?~eara., Jr., in Bursk and Chaprran 1s ~rew Decision !,la.king 
-------·-. TOolS for Managers, publish~d by ~cward University Press, l04 has des-
r-
cribed a procedure for analysis in the product design decision. The 
. 
~;·-.'-·-~::;·~~-:.~,:a::~+~·>t:-~~-~-,p.ro~_ed\l,r~ is in~r~~ting in that,· to the Industrial Engineering -mind1 
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,-
it is logical_ and attempts to definitize and quantify ·the product design 
decision.rrith the use of weighting techniques and probability. 
-
;nie method employes the technique of separate ratings or indices .. . .. 
factor for in~ble factors (although whether or not to consider a 
intangible is an economic decision - all factors can be m:ide tangible 
U' enough time an::1 effort and s~nt in search)l05 and tangible factors, 
such as payback arriving at the indices of intangible factors -vrhile 
standard formulas are used in arriving at the indices of tangible fEl.ctors. 
.. Qt~ara's method will be tre _model used in ana·lyzing the case pre-
sented. The method will be fully explained as the model for this situ.a.-












simulatio~ of the actual case. 
- -- ----- - - - .-;--:-
- - -- -- ·----.---- - . - - -- ' . - .. - --·-""1----------.-- ....... .. . -- ·--- - . - - -·-· --- - - ... - - - -
Profitability Indices: 
----- -Ot}Ie-ara goes on to· :--suggest a probability 1ireighting technique for. the }. / 
determination of profitability indices.lo6 It 1-rould appear to this author 
. . 
. \ 
· that, while the weigh.ting and probability tec~iques just shown could 
-
very: conceivably be introduced into most companies' Product Design Deci- ! 









sions as intangible objective quantifiers, changes in present practices 






. Company A's actual means"' of determination or- profitability will thus_. 
be used to .formulate indices of prof_itability. 
Company A uses- as -its- indic·es of profi·tability---·the-feng,th-·-of the 
~-: ... •~.; .. 
' 
Payback Period and the P-eturn on Investment. . ' --~--~--
' 
- ---·--- --
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- For the Products AA and AB these indices were. calculated as shown 
v-' and annoted '"!!i~ppendix E with tre foll0t.zing results: 
_ Payback Period = 
Return on Investmen:t 
Discounted Cash Flows 
. .· . 
Return on Investment · 
Average 1·1eighted per 
Decreasing .Investment = 
~l 1 year, 11 months 
.... h0.8% 
Both methods of calculating_ Return on Investment are used by 
Company A, but Discounted Cash Flew (Appendix E) is preferred. 
Intangible Objective Index Number: 
The tangible objectives having been evaluated, we are now at a 
--
. point similar to tm t at which the original Decision to Produce for Sale 
·~-.-•-- --.. ---~--~ -· ---~~-.. --.-- -----~- ............................ ·--·------ ····--·-··-·-····· .-----·· ····-·-- -··· .. , ..... - ... .. -- .. .. ........ . -- - ~- •.. .. ...... ,.. ,- .. . .. " . . - . . .. . . . ·- .. . 
was made.· ~row the intangible objectives must be evaluated quantitatively 
---_---------~--- ---- and tre evaluation applie·d to this Product Design Decision. 
- :. 
.-- -- -- -
~ ... "---r--
'--~< '!he-procedure used is intended to lead to an Intangible Cbj'ective 
--,., .. -· 
Index }lumber, a qua.nti ty that might be used in much the same manner tl1a.t 
Payback Period and Return on In~stment in choosing betr:1een alternatives. 
As ~ first step ~ determi.'ling a!,1 'Intangible Objective Index NU!TDer 
a Descriptive ·Graphic Scale was set up fella-ring 0 1?-'Ieara's ·suggestion. 
' ~ ,. .. __ 
~e objectives and subobjectives _are placed in the sarre _ position as traits 
on a~ person..l'"J.al e·,aluation sheet. 
, 
The objectives set in ltim W':!re used •. 
In order to limit the possibility of Ambiguity error, the ratings 
~?---······ . 
--- -· (good, poor, etc.) were carefully defined for each objective and subobjec-
,- - . ./~) . _ _; 
_:.._ : -: . :·-_-:. ... -tive ~ _ The Descriptive Graphic Scale and definitions;:· of ratings are found 
. 
- ,. 
- ~ .. _ 
- ,.r-
--
··~--~- :·-/·~.;.~;_;~-~~-.i··: :,:-::~~;::~7f;_<~ .. J_-. ~.:.~~-~-~-.--~·.: .-:. :·:· . ~ ' 
• '..,-f""• ~ -· • • • -
-·· · -~-,-- - ,y·· · · · in F'igure- 8: Definition of Eff'ectiveness·,or· }~eting Objectives. · __ 
------------ ------· ~~-- --- .. .. . 1_ • • .•• 
i - , ... -
t.- . . • . ·. . h _. ·. __ · 
' .. 
!< (:_ 
l- . ·i, 
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.The·· second step in determifting tre Intangible Objective Index ~furriber 
was -to weight each objective- and subobjective so as to give a "scale of 
relative importance" to tre objectives. The weights are shown in Figure 
9, columns h and j. 
So that, each cese might be compared on tl1e same basis, weightings 
were nom.alized in the foll~ing vray. Weights for objectives were 
assigned so th;3.t the total weight for the sum of objectives was 1.0. 
0 ·-· Weights for subobjectives were assigned so that the total weight for the 
·.\.'· 
sum of any subobjective w:as.~ 10.0. (Since the weights are nondimensional., 
it· does .not matter whether the weights sum to 1., 10., or 100 as 16ng as 
we are consistent from case to case.) Thus, in Figure 9, the author 
./J 
assigned five times as much weight to ~finirnizing Product and ¥~rket Pro-
.... . 
'). .. 
blems as to :Minimizing Bad Social Irnpl·icatior.s. (Had Company A been a · 
... t•. 
fraternal organization, the weights might hav:e been reversed.·) 
Note, that the weightings assigned were an attempt at indicating 
r _..-., 
cc;,mpany policy as to the importance of various objective.s. 
The third step in determining the Intangible Cbjeqtive Index.Number· 
was to rate the Product Design in relation to each ~bjective on the 
Descriptive Graphic. Scale (Figure 9). 
4 
' 
NOW', in the case of objectives, it is not possible to rate a Product 
Design as very good, good, average, poor, or very p~or with only~ check~ 
·mark in the s.arrii way an employee my be rated on a job evaluation sheet • 
. 
. __ ;· 
. . /--~- ~· 
. 
. 
. The person's performance· is known, it has already been performed.· The 
F Product Design., on the. other hand., _has_ yet to J used and therefore must, 
,·.__ :· .-, - .-_ -. - ::~~-:jj::ft:c< \:· .. ·~-
. . . . ... . 
-.... - :-- ... , ··be treated in terms of probabilities. 
. ~:.· 
· .. --
.·· - ·.. . ~ -.. ... .. ..::...-- ' 
. r.. . 
; . . - . -- .. 
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Following 0 1:f.feara 's sugr.estions tre ref ore, the probabi~ty of a 




relation to particular subobjectives was assigned to each degree of 
neasurernent. Thus, in Figure 9, the Product Design I s "Effect on 
Company's Inage" had the probabilities of P = .4 (shown as 4 in Exhibit) 
~ 
of being very good., P ~ .5 (shmrn as 5) of being good, and P = .1 
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Figure 8: Definition of Effectiveness of Meeting Objectives 
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Ao Present Experience 
\-1 e make this product this 
way now. 
B. Staff's Skills 
\ The company· is an old hand at; 
: 1 these processes and the staff 
; 7 .. ,, •• ,. ..... -~i-- c·an· handle it IlO'\vo 
I 
·We make similar products. 
There a.re engineering. and 
manufacturing -skills on tap 
which may have to be 
Techniques are similar, we 
have some R & D backup here. 
There is a nucleous of·an 
organization, the rest must 
be built. A sales force must 
· · ·· • • ~ .. " '- - _.. i ~u·- ,-:, t· ·i.-;:; 1.' ·,-le. u-1 • ;. ,.,u, .. ,;..C::Ul..~u O / 1 ..... .... L ,,_ 
.!!!_~<:rterence lJit!~Q~ther Projects -.~-_.,,,,/ I _ 





The proj~ct calls for _,.... J.LV 
·concentration of organization 





\'..- but the amount will not projec-ts •. 




. .,_,~·· . . 
. ""' ,, 
. Some of our experience·applies. 
T~e people are willing to 
work but lack the skills. 
·r 
The project won't stop other i 





The product is completely 
.different in ma.nu£ ac ture from 
anything vJe no·w make a 




The ·project will need major 
part of research, management 
and other skills in tl1e· compan 
-·--····------------
Product doesn° t have t<?_J:>(t__ ____ TP.~l:'_e _is a_·safe mar·gin 
,!_~a_dy for a -vrrong" time. bet't-7een readiness and need.--
Rea-diness---wi 1-1-- -j-u-s-t · co-ine-i:de · 
with market needs. 
If we pour all our effort 
into this one, we may be ready 
on time. 
This one has got 
··to go right now. 
to be ready .. _ 














• I .r., 
. --
IIIo 1·1ip.imization of product and market -problems by prope:r product des.ign. 
Ao Technical Feasibility 
· l·Je have been doing this for· 
year so 
Be Material Availability 
Company can purchase raw 
materials from long estab-
1 ished, ·well kno'\m., over-
stocked suppliers. 
t,Je arenv t doing this now but 
similar problems have been 
solved easily. 
:.,.-.,..,_:-. 
Most of the material - comes 
from well known suppliers, 





__ __,~:.:·.~~- ~:~ ---:-·~;_.-·~~--- : __ ·--·· "-..-, - . -{-,,.·: 
-
. ,, .. ,- •. 
It's tricky, but with some 
-R & D help, .we can dQ it. 
Half of ,the materiat' suppliers 
are known, the remainder must 
be found. -
. . . 
L -
' . . - . - - . 
,' '· ... 
k state of the art advance 
needed·. 
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This. is physically improbable. 
Materials are in tight siipply 
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Co Patent Problems 
The company has a long list 
of patents boxing in the 
process and product. 
D" }1arke tab il i ty 
There is a solid market. The 
product has characteristics 
eliminating strategic and 
alternate productso 
E~ Potential Product Line. 
--~---------Only a few standard sizes and 
, 
i ;-
' ' J 
. --·~. -.-...... --- ~ ----- ·- -- --- . 
! ... _ 
There is enough,of a similar-
ity to other processes and 
products so that present 
patents will cover the 
situation·o 
The product will compete 
easily for a solid share .of 
the market. 
. ' \ Several sizes and models are 














.· . . 
The company's process and 
product is patentable. 
" 





Only small stocks. are needed. 
• 







Product or process0 is 
unpatentable. 
The market is re.stricted.-
Competition has.a better 
product. 
• 
i The product 1 ine incl tides 
- -v•'°"''•• ·---~ 
. . · I serve majority of needs. . ... - ··- ---••. ,.re--,, ... ,._,... __ - ___ .,..__,____ -
1 many models,· each of v,hich · ~ 




D •. l!i• ... 
,.:~ 
VERY POOR 
A strong patent is helif by 
another firm •. 
< 
The market is weak. The 
product looks like competition 
did many years ago. 
Heavy inventories of many 
models must be stocked. ,·' ·· 
·,:.. __ ,' 
F • Effect on Company I S ,I1na,g~ .. , .... , ... _.,,.,., ... , . __ ,_,.,_. ,, .. ·.,. . _ .. , .... , ·"·· .. ,·-- ,.,._-~.-, ......... , .. -~,·- •.•. ,.,, .. ~,., .. -... o,~:··~~"·-~"-~"·'"''~"-'''"m,n,, .. ,_.,, .. ,._,, __ ""·'·"=·==..,..~--"'"""n•. d-•-'··~ .... - . 
__ .,.-·-····~·---t~--lrnpr-o.ves·=pre'i~fe'ri't· p·ro·duct~,--~-··":·· Cornpliments present product Neither helps nor hurts Fits into present produ'Ct line, 
: 1 lines 9 a1.1.d company 9 s 
.1 lines and enhances company's present company image. , but tends to degrade reputa-
Poor quality will reduce sale 





• • • 
• • • o, .. 
-reputation as a leader in· the image. ·~ ·l 
""""' tion for quality held by other f ieldo .· produc ts.c. Go Sales Ability -
' 
. 
Priced .belo·w anything of 
equal quality, 'tvill sell in 
Priced below most other 
products in the field, will 
sell in any reasonable 
economic condition. 
Priced about same as 




Some of the competition has a With an overf~ooded-market, 
any economic conditionc. 
~ 
1-Io l•ianufacturability 
l·1e have' excess capacity and 
on hand processeso 
l·le have sufficient capacity fo 
this product and hav'e manu-




Present floor space ca~old 
product if pushed. The 
prob~funs in manufacture can be 
overcome. 
..----"--
IVo Minimization of the bad effects of social implications of the product. 
Ao Non~assignable Factors 
The n1arlcet 11 auran builds an 
attra~tiveness into the parto (E~ephants at a Republican 
_convention)o 
The intrinsic value of the 
. product is compatible with 
the so~iety it is sold in •. 
,. 
I _.-
The social values neither help 
nor ·detract from the product • {Cigarettes at a Rolitical 
. convention.) 
\ 
decidedly lower priced product-•. the product is overpriced. 
~-
We have had problems with 
manufacture of similar 
products. 
· .. 
The intrinsic value of the 
product ~ay at· times hEr 
incompatible wi-th socie~y 





. .. " 
We· need to build new facilities 




The market "aura" is opposed 
to the product. (Elephants 
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Analysis. \ 
- J 
I To finally cotrl3 upw~th a numerical value for .the Intangible 
Objective Index 1'1urrber, the follms1ing nianipulations 1rere J=Erforme·a: 
1. For each subobject:ive and degree of meeting recuire-_v----
nents, multiply the nrcb~.bility (EP) by the value of 
the rating· to obtai~ the eX'!"'ected value (EV). 
.. 
-
2. For each subobjective, mult;ply the Total SV ( EV) 
by the subobjective weight to obtai~ subobjective 
expected value (colurrn ha). 
3. for each objective, sum the subobjective weights 
(column hb) • 
. :, 
4. At this point we have a nondirr:ensional number indi-
cating the probable success of the Product Design in 
_relation to each objective. 
5. last sum the nondimensional nuw.ber for each objecti,,e 
. to obtain the Intangible Objective Index }Tu.iuber. 
· The technique was then tested for sensitivity to change_~ -~------ -· 
... 
weightings of subobjectives ·and obje.ctives as shown in Figure ro-. -· ---------------· 
·".J'. -
Here., _colu.nins h and j were filled with sub ob jec ti ve we i 6h-ts that were,, 
-- 1 
only slightly different than those chosen for the~real Product Design 
~ 
'case. These weight~gs might have been chosen had the Product Design 
been evaluated by another companiJ. 
The sensitivity of the technique 1-ras than found by dete·rmining th9 
variation L'l the I~tangib]e Objeptive Index }TUii'ber for tre cases °\'rrere: 
(1) Only different mlbobjective weightings were used (column·Ki), (2) 
. Only 2tITferent -ObJec-tive ratings 1-rere used (colu.rnn Kh), _ and __ ~3)'Bcth 
/ . 
objactive and subobjective ratings ~rere different (colur.i.n Ki). 
' . • . . ·. :: ,.;;..-.::c ~'s~;". :'.;' '"' ': ·:· "'.'; ·' • . . • . . : , 
-··-· - ' 
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Figure 9: Probability of Product Design Being Effective in Meeting Objecti.ves 
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; ' /l. The "Intangible Objective Index rrumber" used i..l'l evaluation 
of the Product Design in this case study was 66.7 (Column Kh of Figure 9). 
2. The Index Number, in this case, is relatively sensitive to 
reasonable shifts in sub-objective l-Teightings (Shift in sub-objective 
,. 
ratings per column Jc produced an index of 61.9), but inse'nsitive to 
small shifts objective weightings (Shift in columns Kh' and Ki 1 produced 
indices of 66.4 and 67 .9). The variation in the Index Number was there-
fore 66 7 +l.8 
• -7 .2 • ~11 shifts in weighting thus produced a 13%~ change 
in Index ~Iurilier. 
i • 
3. In order to make the Product De~_ign Decision. to Prod-ttc·e 
·"' .. Product AA and .AB. for sale, we might compare the i..rid.ices prepared for 
. ~i:s 'da."se with the. indices~~! .alternative i~~stmants or ,~oquct Designs 
i' . 
.. ..... 
~ ···;· .. ~ .. :,./.. .. . .:...~ 
,· 
.. u··-·•·=·e=c<o~--..,,~,~,•-•=~="-"'--.:=.,._•=~-'="=""f·'"•·''-?==' 
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for prese~t alternatives. 
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Figure 11: \. Compar_ison of -Decision Indices; Three\ Cases 
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4. Another., !)erhaps less obvious, result of the analysis 
performed was that the decision maker was for_ced to consider separately 
each of tre intangible consequences of the Product Design Decision and 
their effect on each objective. Previous analysis of intangibles would 
i 
I 
not have been as thorough. 
I <; 
I ;:---
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,, VI. CONCLUSIONS 
.. ·,. 
1. The technique used to find the Intangible Objective Index a 
. 
Number is valid insofar as it is sensitive to changes in company 
~ 
policy. 
2. · In a comparison of the· Product Design cases shown in Figure 
11, it is appa_rent tha.·t, rAd the Index ~ru.rr.ber been available for Case 
2, the1-·Becision to Produc~ for Sale between Product AA & AB and c~.se 2 
~uld have beeh a :~ore clear decision. In fact, had the other InPex 




3. The Ind@;x: ... J1aving been relatively high and the r.atings having 
i ; 






Decision to ~Produce for Sale be ma.de-. · The quantification of intangible 
objectives tre ref ore did influence the nature of tr~ t decision • 
-the correct direction. L 
., . 
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VII. SUGCID::STIONS. FOR FTJRTIBR INVESTIG.ATION 
·, 
..... 
ihe point having been nade that quantification of intangible·s ·is 
desirable in Produc"G Design Dec is.ions., a nu.rrher of area~ for further 
investigcltion present themselves. 
The first of thef' areas is the determination of the "best" pro-
r-
cedure for quantif~cation. Ttle see indications in the nast work that 
'. 
.. 
the Intangibl~ Objective Index NWTIDer has some validity and sensitivity,· 
but is the procedure for arriving at it universally applicable? Is the 
procedure the best for application in industry or is a simpler or even 
a more detailed approach more workable? 
This paper assumed early- that the' use of probabilities in the cal-
culation of indices of profitability was unsaleable to most companies. 
' 






. intangible quantification would blend into .. a useful too~ for P~oduct 
. 
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It was also an unwrit~n ass'umption that· if an .. -Index ~Twnber._were. _ 
. . helpful in making. the Decision to Produce for Sale then it would also be 
.. helpful at other P\oduct ~e~i~n Decision l~vels. Would the Index Number 
... 
. ,.,, 
prove useful at these levals? 1·lould the Iridex ~Tumber be 1+5.e.ful in other· 
than the Quasi Seller-~uyer Monopoly situation? 
S'.;:-:::-_:.-. _ c_,/rhere are sorre areas for disc11ssion in the tangib.le--intangible 
1'act6~ ··relationship. Is _trere some correlation betwe.en Intangible Objec-
. ..:.-.:....-:·- t-~': . 
. 
- - " ... ~ -
.. . .. -
·· tive Ind'ex Nwrbers and any of the-profitability ina'i~s? ... Are trere any 
spe-cific cases of Pr~uct Design Decision where this is so?·. 
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C' Using t:te technique described, it would be or interest to examine 
a Product Design Dec;ision utilizing the .-reightings indicated by the 
policies of -several cohceJ".r~of known different viewpoints to buil9 a 
\. ____ 
chart of effect 0£ company poli~ on the Product Design Decision. 
i 
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!SUJ11Inary: o't calculations, estimates, and processes 
with product design predictions: .Products ,AA and AB 
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Grinding Times per Operation (rtith set .up time .included) 
Referring to Appendix A; Operation 1, 2, .and 3 are not 
necessarily the same physical operation in each of the 
J>roduct designs listed belm,;. 
' . 
Only those me.thcds 1-rhich were culled out as having the 
lowest costs are renresented below. / 
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Times and- _material costs are or~anized by product below: 
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B5.3: S~ry: -ivwrial Cost and labor ~ Estimates. for Product AB2 
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.... B6,-: I ,, Cost Elemants of the ·Proposed Designs* lJ ' 0 l, • 
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Labor c,,st $ .a, 2.53 3.04 ,. 
1-19. te ria 1 cost $ 1.36 5.93 5.58 ... 
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o. o. P. cost $ 3.61 '-; e 12 .63 13.64 
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Operation Capital lJow Cost lead Life Equipment Equipment· # Equipment • Tit00 Capacitv* C9. pac i ty-?'" in 
- Cl Plant Step l" V Step 2~* ;,,~.-.. 
.. 








100 4 100 4 1 .<'\ Grinder no 2S 4 10 
- -
·70 3 2 Polisher yes 




- 1 . 42 ·2 Polisher no 4 10 
- - 7 .. -25 ) 50 . 25 3 Slicer yes - - - 50 ,- 1, 9-11 Cleaner no 10 3 5 10 3 10 3 ,-·1, 9-11 Cleaner no lO. 3 .5 
- -
10 3 ..... 12-16,17-21 Coater no 6 -3 ·5 3 3 -· 3 3. 12-16,17-21 Coater no 29 6 5· 





. -28-30. Processer no 4 3 5 3 
-
·-.·--~ 
-""- ·-28-30 Processer 56 5 5 ~ no 
- -
10 




l 28-30 Processer no 3L. -4 
.5 
- - -
6' ~ 32 Adjuster • 2 2 ~ 12 7 12 7 no ~ ,._ 33-34 Packager no 5 . -3 5 3 )~ 2 2 33-34 Packager 6 3 , , 5 15 10 no -
' 
- ~ 35 Tester 
-~- 4 ~ .(. l) 3 3- 3 no 3 -' 35· --- ,.Tester 18 .4 5 - no -s·ite Prepara.- . .. , 
• tion no 25 4 5 
-v Total Cost·.-~ .. $287 
~ 




• ,,, • I 






. .. . 
- - - -
·. 
.. \. 
... *Capacity is stated in "finished pc. units", i.e.,if the·re are tt-ro attachments per finished piece, then, two attachrr.€nts = one finished.piece unit. 
a 
'\._ . 
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~:< _ ~~ .· / ~::i,:c,: ':,_ ·· :,:u-wrhree .;hi.rt ol?e ra. tion., . five day weeks • 
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B7 .2: Operation Capacities 
Ope!!ation Operation 
# . .I Canacity·* 


















.. , ..... ' 
j 
' 
. ·r .. 
I 
-~ -·· -
-103 pieces/month~** . . ... .. 
:, .. -
.. ~ . l· 100 ,.·4 170 .7 
.... 







.. so 25· 50 25 
,-·1, 9~ll ·: .10 ,3 20 7 





28-30 3· • '. 2., 12 7 
32 . .12 7 12· 1 
33-34· 
.. 
: 3,. 2-' 17 . ·12. . 





·Overall. . . 3 2 12 7 ; 
.. 
...Capi.c.ity is stated it1"finished ·pc. units" (de.fined'in m.1). 
ff-Operation qapaci ties in Step 2 as shot-1n above include the 
, capacities of equiprrents purchased or set up in_ Step 1~ 
•~Three shift· o!)eration, five day l-7eeks • 
•• ,-1 - ••. ,.,, •• ., ....... \ 
. B7.:3::····"cqmpariso-n. Qf Overall Operation Capacities with Customer Needs 
_.~ 
' 
. . . 
Tir.ie *l · AA AB AA AB AA I' AB - ... \ 
... .. 
. ) ' 
3.0*2 Pres hipn:e-nt 4 3 4.0 . - -
1st Quarto Yr .• 0 10.5 7.5 9· 6 2.5 1., 
·- 18.4 17.5 27 -18*3 3.1 2.0 2nd Quarto Yr. 0 . . 
3rd Quarto Yr. 0 18.4 17.5 36 2.1 C. 28.5 ,., 
4th ~~rt. 36.4 30.0. 36 ... 21 28.1 -3.5 Yr. 0 
: 144 84 
, 1.5 ,. ---.. Yr. 1 119 79 
' \ Yr. 2 119 79 144 84 6., 
.:.·~:=----------------*4----------.;.. _______________ 
· I I I 
Customer Operati<;>n Capacity 
.. 
' 
'· J- ·. ' 
~. . . : ; 
; . . . . . -
'..J 
. ..,,,,,.-
.. _ ..... 
·, 
. ·., !Jeeds Cap~city · Y.?a~gin ------- -- - - - ·- -
. :"'. 
. ... .. -
. :- -- -:-: ·-- .... 
-r 
,/ 
, *l See Exhibit B 
x103 pcs. x103 ncs. 
... 
xlO pcs • 
:*2 Note that if prcd,.1ction is not started prior to recuired start or . 
_y 
shipment Quarters 1, ? , h, and Year l_ would rave not enough or_ ·_ .~ -








. . ~ 
. [L_.--*3 Cpera tions started in Quarter 2 1~rill not have full cap~ci ty of Step 2. ')a=~-=---. -- .-
~i- Ca!)aci:t;y rnargins continue ta increas~ from Year 1 on. -.. ~. · · 
-. w, -- .. • . • ' 
. ... . . - ;~- ., .- . 
- - . ~ " . ~ ~ . --·-- -~- .- : -· -
( . -· . -- ._ 
----·· --- - - -- --· ~ ----- --·- --·- -------- ------------- -- ------- -·-- ---· -
.... ' -
----·-··::-..... ~--- ,~ 
=-,__~-~'"'-----'--~""'~-............... -~-----"---~-~----~.......----~--=---- ·------· _· ... ~.~· ~.....,__~ 
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Factor 
Orig. Value 
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10 Year Life 
Factor 































C: - . Depreciation Schedule 









36.,740 ~ 9,112 
.. 
.. 22.,000 ~ 1,906 
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DepreGiation Schedule (coht 1d.) 
' 





Company J.. uses a sum. of the years-digits procedure for depreciation on all new capital equipm9nt. 
... _, ·-~~ 
. q ' 
. ' ~. 
' •, -. ' ~ . 
. ; ,· i' . 
' .. 
. . ', 
~ .'' . ', . 
The sum of the yea_rs-digits procedure depreciates N 
-Nl 
of the capital value in 'the year after a_cquisitio~, 







ir-1 of the capital value .in the second year after acquisition, llnd ~o on down to 1 in the last year 
N1 , ·n· ,. 
of capital life for the equi~ment·. 
. 
(Where N is the capital.life of the equipnent.) 
• 
Company A, however, takes one-hai:r,or the ~\,reciation due. in the year after acquisition in the 
' ' 1~- ' . -
f_irst year so as to accele!ate .. depreciation. Thus ~or an· equi.proont with a five year life depreciation 
'\ 
factors are calculated as follows - .. N 1· =i~ 5 + 4 + 3 ·+ 2 + ··-1· = 1.5 ·~ 
. - .} . 
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1/2--~ 5/15 • -l/6 • 16. 7% 
• • 
... '. .. 
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'• 
' ~ ·: _/';/> ·\[ ..... 
t .. ··: 
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_;_. ·' .-,,,. 
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1 · ____ l,/2 .. x~ 4/15 
- I,, 







+ 1/2 X 5/15 1: 3/5 =. 30·.0%· .. . ' ~.. . -· . -
+ 1/2 X 4/15 a: 7/30= 2J .• 3'/, 
.,..,, .. 
. 
t! 1/2 X 1/15 a <1/30= · J._3% 
.' 
l . ... 
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. _·. ,I. -List ~f;·Objectives and Questions Indicating Objectives ~once~ 
.. :.. ~-




· The· factors· involved in Product Design Decisions and all product 
> ~ 
- ', ~ 
















¥.aJCimiz·e the profit generated by introduction· of this product. 
~ ' 
,Optimize the financial effect of events leading to· product 
I 
introduction on the company. 
! A.. lvill the product. bring increased yrofits? 
, . 
.P " 1. .Does the product have· good_ profit P9tential?' 
2. vlhat is the potential yield? 






F· 4. What lower limits do the 9roduct manufactl1ring 
processes put on ~anufacturing costs? .Q. 
. I 5. What is the profit? 
6. \fuat is the likely connection betwee·n best· 





-7. 'ftlha_t is thG breakeven time? · ls it over two 
.. :-
- - --·,··~ --T 9 " years? ,_ 
8. · Hm·r much profit 1vill be generated? 
9. 1:Jl1?.t is tirr.e to break even - To aosorb 
development costs? 
10. 1~t is return on investment - long term 
, profit outlook:? 
11. IP ~!hat is return 9n invest,ment for_ t.hi~ pr9-
duct or related products? ~ " 




. · C 
' E 
E . -~ 
·, ... ~;-::.;;' ·- . ...~ _ .. : :.t.../: _· - -:· ~-.:.-~ 
,d •• '-\_"• 
-~ 












-~-----. - ---- - --- -----·- -·--· - ---- - - -
12. 1~That are industry nI'ofit trends? 
' . 
• • t,1,, 
4 ... 
J 
13. 1:Jhat is cash fl_O'..r histo~J of similar products? 14. )'That is ti~ .to profitability of siirilar .-. 
prQclucts? i' o 
.. 15 .. ~:!hat is dollar volurne potential? ~ 
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·- . . 
. 
. · 17. l-lhat is the ·contribution to corporate 
18 
l. pro!it in term.3 cf grOW"th? _/ 
·• 'rtJha. v is tr.e contribution to corporate 
profit in terniB cf stability? 
19. }Tha.t is · the contribution to corporate 
profit in., te-rr1s of profit? 
2,0-• ··: Jfuat. is. the . profit and the_ retu~ on 
· · ~ ._. ·investment? 
21., 't\'hat are the economic considerations? 




B. Hew mu.ch of ·our cash 1iill · this- product tie up? 
l. Hot·T much capital will be tied • • U'O 1n inven-
• 
tory·and accounts receivable? 





C.---Hmr much will it cost us to develop, introduce, 
__ market arid manufacture the new·_ p·r·qduct?.rc-
1. What is tra 
2. \mat is the 
product? 
.. -, 
rrar-keting cost of the product? 
cost of rranufacturing the new 
3,.- ~1ha t is ... .the cost of rrar1<etin.g the product? 
4. · "t]M,.t is a rough estimate of the cost of 
rranufacture of•\ the product? 
S. Row- much ·will development cost? 
6. 11Ihat is the R & D cost? 
. ~ ' . , 
7_. 1'-Ibat l:'agnitude .of probleJT1.s are expected in 
. . :~ -~ . ----: '.' ~ ··-~_,;~t:\·;,; d eve 1 C p me n t? . . 
·" · 8. ~fuat is a rough estirr~te of capital invest-
, 
ment requj..red to star:t product? 
9.~ Can the product be made on automatic 
. t? equ1pmen . 
'D·~··can l-Te f:L""lance development and. ·pr·oducticn of 
this product? 
' !._ .. ' .. - -,--- ~- .c -
·, 1. 
\ ~ - . 
:.1 
:. { 
: !· ' 
': . ~ 
, . I . 
_:- ,.. .. 
·1t.. ··-
. • ·r ,.t,:::.c-;, -~---~ 
. ~ ·-···· 
. •.,· . 
~ - .··-.. _:;; ' . . . ::.• . . ::- . 
1. · Can the product be f"inanced i~ternally or 
1-rill borrrn;ing be necessary? _ . 
2. ,-Thci .. t capital invest::ie!1t· is needed? 
---3. Can capital b.~ obta1ne.d to financ·e ·market 
. t ''"' , t. ? 
,.,;-\,, 1.,-~"rl. roa uc ion. 
4. 1fuat is tbe present capital situation .of 
the. c 9~any·?· -~ 
; -<>~·-. -.->·.~-·::·Yt:~/t+~-··?;)~t·\1' ~; ;I·7t~1.i\5~{?~-~~t~~t ''""l~:~:.~:\·.:'r.1:- . 
;, .. ., ............. ~-· .. 
I • • 
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-.. _· ·-· -
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"' -l . . . 
:q. 
.•. 
,. . . 
. -II. - !KJ.nimize. adverse ore;ani~ation reaction to -product ·cha.nge or~ ,•. ;, 
• 
• • I 
"" deSign 1I:troduct:fon. . Utilize the org8.nizati_on I s Rresent assets. 





.· ~:- ·--. 
A. Do 1-1e have experience with this type of product? 
1. Are rnanage~ent people familiar 1-1ith the 
product concapt? "' 
2. i11 hat is the complexity factor -involved 1-rith 
integration into the present line? 
;-.· 1"Ihat are the R & D experience factors? 
·A 
.. -~ .. . F 
. _ :E 
4. Does product depart from fv.ndarnental methods 
of manufacturing for conipany-t-s---present line? E. 






. 1. · Is sufficient manageifient ta.lent ~ailable to 
sur:ervise p1.,oject ·nm1? 
2.t Can product be sold ,through present sales· 
organization? · 1:;=-: -·.. .. 
.. > 3. , ... ~re present facilities adequate to ~uce 
this product? 
4. -Are engineering skills to mik;e · product avail-
able in present organization? S. Are the engineering and manufacturing skills 
_ for the prcduct present in present plant? 
- ·{· What is the availability of engin.eering equip-
, ment and personnel? '" 7. Does the company ·have technicai equipmen·t.,· 
competence and -engineering skill to rna~ufac-
ture a product of_ this type effecti·vely? a. lfuat is the company's "knm~-h~·:" on this type 
of product? 
9. Hot-1 does this product rate in terms of use of present facility? 
10. Hevr does this nroduct rate in terms of use of 4 present :tabor force? 
. c. ~lhat is the _effect of the product design program on 
e~isting progran~? 
·ii 
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How long will it take to have the proquet ready fo~ nar~t? 
() ' . 





- r-:t- '""' ..... 
,· 
·"-2. Hor,1 long 1.;ill it tak:e to develop the product? J 
3. vlhat is the R & D developrre_nt time? · - · E 
·:;.····--·· -- "\, -~' 
4. vlhen will the rr.arket denBnd the product? L 
~y picking the proper product design, minimize problems 
(feasi't;>ility, materials, ~.ellability) associated with the 
.. 
product and i t.s .. marl<:et. 
t) 
A. Is the product.-technical.+Y feasible? 
; '• ~ . 
B. 
,.~ . 
· 1. v1hat is the R & ·n technology- rating?·· 
·2. Is the product technical~y feasible?. 
fJ 
:f' . 
Are ·-waterials available_~to1 manufactu~ ·product? 
• I 
l. vfuat is the 
2 • tfua t is the 
~ 
na terials R & D feasibility? 










c. q Are trere any patent problems? 













1. What are the patent problems or ·advantages? 
1 2. vlhat are tr.e legal problems with this product 
patent? Tradenark? 
n· •.. :_What· is the market for the prodt1.ct ~~ . 
. 
. . • I . . r. 1'1r.a.t is the form of· the rrarket? 
2. · What, are the strategic alternat~ves to this 
product? .. -
3. 111Jill s·ale of this product Prevent customer 
. .. 
switch to competitor? 
4. 1ihat is- the price competition? 
S. 'What is the c_ompetition in terms of number 
_·and size? 
6. 1flhat is the competition in terms of quality? 
7. \~That is the competition in terms ·of price 
advantages? 
· 8. lt!hat is the LCOmpe.tition in terms of product 
advantage? · _· - · . . " 
9. v-1r~t are dali~e~J problems? · ,. · 
. C 
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~Th.at are th..e tiUJ11ber and sizes of variations 
of this design? · 
2. 1ft7hat are the physical values of the, product? 
J. lre the nuniber of sizes of product limited? 
F ._1 Does the"· product improve_ the company~s image pr 
•• 
I) 
reputation or ability to compete? ---
1. Is th..e product an important addition to the 
present line? -
? • Doe.s this product enhance or detract from 
the firm's revutation for excellence? , 
3. }That is the possibility of establishing a 
4. 
,. 
foothold in new technology? . , 
Does the product_ a_id. _towards standardization 
ot the line? · ·i 
Are_ the product p,rts intercha.ngeable within_ 
the' products? _ -
,, 
6.- · Does the product e~'l)and the line and thus aid 
- toward ·ai versi.fi cation? 
. 7. Does the product take advantage of inherent 


















', 1 . 
G. Can this product be sold? 
I • 
Can the nroduc t be sold? 
~ 
r '.1.,,-'· • 
' 1 l'· . 
' ·i 
1. 
_- 2. it!hat is a rough esti~ate of selling price? 
3. 
4. 
Does th~ product fill a real market need? 
The basic questions in every new R & D idea -
will ·it ·sell? . 
• 
E 






_ qan th~ product be rrade? · A 
}That is the probability-of technological success? F 
1\'hat 1-rill be the prcblem.s in manufacturi.ng? C 
1t!hat is the manufacturing success history 
with sirr,ilar n:1cduc ts?· E 
Do we presently have excess capacity.? D 
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IV. ~.inim.i.ze p~ssible bad effects or social .. implications a··ssociated 
· with the product. 
.. 
J' 
A. ·What ar·3 ther non-assignable factors in the products. and 

















L · . 
1'-That are the social values of the nroduct? 
.. 
1dhat are the recreational? 
1..Jhat are the emotional? 
v.n1a t are the esthetic? 
'ftlh.at are the spiritual? 
t{ha t are the political? 
't~That are the intellectual? 
\fuat are the familial? 
1.fua t are t~ne assignable vs. non-assignable 
factors in the market? 
\·Jha ~ are the political considerations? r~ 
\·that are social considera~ons? . 
1·.That is the competition tfi terms of stre~th 
of brand loyalty? 
v-Till the product maintain good ·custorrer 
relations? 
1:lill the product rraintain good labor ·relations? 
':Till the product maintain good public 
relations? ·· 
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- ~ (FoP=Bimplicity, references·to the li~ts that follow are keyed with 
letters· to footnotes· as follows: 
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114, 116., Footnote 108, 109, 110, lllJ 112., 113., 115., 117, 118, 119 
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Sales ·and Manufacturing Proposal 
; 
Product 






~l • ··~.--·, .·, • ·, ,•i 
) 
Manufacturing. Sch.ed~:te · ·(1',000 pcs.) 
Product Year 1 
AA 
-119.0 


















. «< I . . . • _., 
1· 
' l : i· ·. 
·' AA @ $ li.70 





. / (~) 
.t •, 
•· 






__:. .. _? .. • •• ~ ! 






I 1,659,000 1,659.,09() ~ --2,218-taoo 2,218,800 
tl . 



























559.7 From Figure 
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}.ppendix El: (Continued) · 
ii o Prod 1Jc tion Cos ts ( $) 
' 
AA@$ 3.61 
AB @ ~~1).64 




















- • ,,1 
27 ,3,SO .. 
J •• 'I. 
Profit Summary($') .. :----··-· . "'t.._., 
Total Mfg. Cost .1,521,4124 
Gross }~rgin · · · .. , ~ 394,461. 
... 
- . ·---u·. Sales Expense 
@ 11.,8% 226,075 
0 P Profit 
~ \ 
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~ ' r-; ~ 6:t,,945 
186,887 
• . i , . ..,,,. . 
·. ,'._::~li7,172 
261,818 
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186.,887 
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·---.-;: .. ' : ... 
. ' ', 0 
,._ .. 
. ' ' 
... 
29,906 from Appendix C 
____ ' ,.._J 
186,886 · Applied to Tot. 
Prod, Costs 
,. ,•' .. ' .-- .,. ,• 
' ...... 
. 't : 
. --it· .. -- Insta.llation, Etc •.. ti· 
. "" 
1,723,943 . 
• I 494,857 ·, 
\ "· 
--·· "··' t •• -:=J:~ _, 
. ,._, ·~ ,, 
. " 
-
~ - - ... 
., .. ' . : . 
;, 
.•. ,, ·~ j -
. • t-, 
r ·261,818 .. Appiied to Net Sales 
233,039 . ' . 
.. _\ 
' I • 
• I "'< 
..... ·-· 
116.,519 ···_Taxes •- c;fYI; 
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Investment Presentation· ($1j· 
.; Discounted Cash Flow Products ,AA-and· AB 
Q 
2· 1 4 
Net Cash In 
ri..:,,.,\ 
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Depreciatio_n, After Taxes · 10perations Payback 
Other 
Cash 
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1 ' . 
·127.,033_ 




: 116, ,1s1.: ·. 
i-- -,. .. 
... - "'T'-· ~-
. ~J 
170,268. 





. r-l .. 
"· . ·:. t_i. -. 
#' . . ~• I 'j 
_ ...... 1 .. 
Payback Period = . .... 1 -1· . -- ' .• l yr.J 11·1nos •. , 
. I • 


























f •. i. . 





~ . ' . 
:t: ,·• 
':·.1:,- ~. 
. · ... , :-· 
~ '.-:,' '_".: .··• 
,. • l ;'..., ~--·-- . ,J* . 20.,63~ .. 
. ' 
. ; '!" 
Total at 45% , • · ~2~997. · 
. : .I' 
. I. • 
:I . 
i. 
"·In~rpolating There.tore: Return on. Invest~nt = 56% 
.. 
*$287,00~ (Capital) + $27.~350 (Expenses) = $314,350 
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1:. _Depreciat~ = From Appendix El 
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-Profit After Taxes =· ColUJTl..'1 1 and Coluinn 2 
--.... 
, .. 
Colwn..?t 4: Payback Period = Time ftequire'd for Cash Inflows to Cover Cash Outflows 
_ Column 5: Other Ca3h Flmrs - Anticipate~ Outflmrs in Years They 
rTould Take .Place, in this case = Original C_apital Outlay and Start Up Exp~nses 










. . Factors =·Discount Factors. at Rates Stated 
( , 
Co!-umri -8: Value of }Tet Cash Inflow (C6·Iumn 6) at ·rnteres-t Rate 
Shm-:n in Heading of;"·eo11uinn 7 fo,r Year in Question 
... 
. . . . 
P-etll!'n d'n Investrrie nt ( tine ad justed) = D,iscounted Cash Flow.- ~ 
. ' 
.... Rate at l-rhich Discounted Cash ir,_flows equal D'istfounted Ca.sh 
' ., -
" -outflows, in this case since· ou.tflows .. occur in year of 
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acquisition ~an~ are~· not discounted; Rate at which Discounted· '; ·: . li\ 
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• 87 G 
Payback and_ Return on· Inve_stment Presentation ($) 
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Payback Period a 1 yr • ., ... 11 mos~ 







































1. __ .! 
... 30., 719 
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.• . $246,443 ·. ·, ... !;.\ .. 
Return on Investment= 40.8% 
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j Colunm 1: Lepreciation =-- Fr~m Appendix El. 
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Colunm 3: 
· ,~Tet Investr:€nt Ye~;r End = Undepreclated Capital Value of 
'Original Investr:1ent at Year End= $28V,OOO· - Column l - ~ 
i· through ye·a.r in question ~ 




Column 4: ··'.Payback Period = Tin:-e :required fer Company A to -recover 
total Capital invested"= Column 1 and Column- 3 
C(?lumn 5: ' Return = Col~ 3 divided by Column 2 - Dollars ~ret 
Profit per un~epre·c·iated inve~t:ment dollar in year 
in question·. · _ · · ) - -
·~ j 
" ./ ' Column 6: 
'" 
Investment Rat,e = Conpound Interest Annual Rate at ·which~· 
the Return per dollar would have accrued in year of 
calculation pased· on original investrnent. 
. (;> ., ' . 
C_olunm 7: 
. ~ 
>'Teighted Average Return on Investment = Investment Rat.,,e 
x iret Investrrent Year End = _Pre9i~nt Value of Net Profit After Tax 1:~Tel_gl1ted for Decreas·ing Investment = Column 2 





Rei;urn on ·Inv~stment. - -Average Interest P1Ste Produced by l'let Profit 
. ... 
· -'"After Truces .Allmring for Annual -Compoundi.'1g· of Interest on 1 ' ' 
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,_,:; . . Narre: __ farvin Seymour Zigman :~ 
.i January 6, 1938 · 
. ,, ... ~ 
Date or Birth: 




Newark, }Tev-T Jersey . ·f .. :-'-a ~ ... 
· ·-- Harry Zigrnan, Dec~ased 
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· Anna Z igrran 
Paula R. Zigman 
Hedy Lynn Zigma.n · 
I1'BTITUTIC!!S l~T'IE?\TDED 
f ) .. 
_ ltleequahic ,High· .$chool. 
Newark, t!ew Jersey 
I . 
Newark College· of. E.i11gineering 
. ' ·I 
_}Tewark, Ne~r Jerse~,,-
Bachelor of Science Degree 
in Electrical Engineering 
Iehigh University 
. .... _.··: 
Candidate for !~Ia.ster .of Sc.ienca 
Degree in Indust-rial Engineerin~ 
PROFESSiC~rAL EXPERIE 1'TCE 
. Corning Glass 11Iorks 





Air Prcducts and CheY"ic,als, 
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